At Pop Culture Classroom, we believe in the power of creativity. Give a child the opportunity for creative expression and you nourish both their mind and their spirit. Creativity and creative thinking are essential abilities for our children as they prepare to face the challenges of life and the problems of our world.

And -- as any kid will tell you -- it’s fun to be creative!

Creative learning was front and center during 2018, Pop Culture Classroom’s first full year at our onsite classroom in southwest Denver. We hosted a wide variety of workshops, from game design to cosplay to “The Science of Stranger Things”. Students learned skills in everything from the latest animation and 3D printing software to the good old-fashioned sewing machine. We have more great workshops and camps scheduled in 2019. Check us out on social media and sign up for our newsletter at www.popcultureclassroom.org to learn more about these opportunities.

As for our other main program, many fans told us the 2018 Denver Comic Con was the best ever. For 2019, we’ve changed the name of the event to Denver Pop Culture Con to fit better with our name and with all that goes on during our weekend extravaganza.

We’re also heading west this year, bringing our unique mix of education and entertainment to the Biggest Little City in the World. The 2019 Reno Pop Culture Con happens November 8th - 10th.

Inside this report, there are some powerful testimonials to the power of creativity, the power of stories and the power of pop culture to bring us together. Your support is a big part of what gives Pop Culture Classroom the power to change lives. Thank you!

Sam Fuqua
Executive Director
17,500 Students
kids reached by Pop Culture Classroom programs.

**Denver Comic Con**

had 838 hours of programming, with 14,940 attendees experiencing programming every hour.

50 community workshops serving 651 students.

Academics presented almost 60 scholarly papers on the value of comics and other forms of popular culture in education during the Page 23 Literary Conference.
In September, local 8th grade student Nicolas visited the Pop Culture Classroom office to present a special donation. He had selected PCC as his nonprofit of choice for a service learning project assigned by his school. With the goal of raising $75, he went around to various events such as farmer’s markets to promote PCC and collect donations. By the end of his project, he collected a total of $255 – a 240% increase from his original goal.

Nicolas’ service project was selected to be one of the few presented at the Global Citizen Action Project in New York, allowing Nicolas to spread the word about PCC and our mission to an even wider audience.

When he visited the office to present his donation, Nicolas explained that he chose PCC since he not only believes in our mission, but that he personally discovered a love of reading primarily because of comic books. Seeing a student be so excited about our work at PCC that he would choose on his own volition to support PCC was so encouraging to all the staff. Nicolas’ story was a welcome reminder of just how important our work is and how we make a difference in students’ lives.

His mother sent us an email after Nicolas’ visit, letting us know how much she appreciated the gracious way we welcomed Nicolas as a special guest in the office. “He will remember [that day] for the rest of his life, and how great it felt to help someone else.”
One of the highlights of the 2018 Denver Comic Con was the first Excellence in Graphic Literature (EGL) Awards Ceremony. Pop Culture Classroom developed the EGL's with a mission to help define and grow needed awareness for quality graphic literature, grow legitimacy and respect for the format, the medium and its creators, and drive growth for the graphic novel publishing category.

The EGL program helps educators and librarians identify literary-level, high quality graphic novels to bring into diverse educational settings. The program also helps publishers of graphic novels grow their sales and their connections to libraries and schools.

The awards recognize the most talented, innovative and influential creators in the categories of Children's books, Middle Grade, Young Adult, Adult, Best of the Year, and Mosaic. In keeping with Denver Pop Culture Con's (formerly Denver Comic Con) ongoing mission of unity and inclusivity, the Mosaic award celebrates stories about and from our diverse communities, ethnicities, nationalities, faiths and orientations. Here are 2018 EGL winners:

- **Best in Children’s Books:** Real Friends by Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham (First Second)
- **Best in Middle-Grade Books:** As the Crow Flies by Melanie Gillman (Iron Circus Comics)
- **Best in Young-Adult Books:** Home Time: Book One by Campbell Whyte (Top Shelf)
- **Best in Adult Books:** The Hunting Accident by David L. Carlson and Landis Blair (First Second)
- **Mosaic Award:** The Best We Could Do by Thi Bui (Abrams Comic Arts)
- **Book of the Year:** Spill Zone by Scott Westerfeld and Alex Puvilland (First Second)

“As a Father I think there are a few things you want to instill in your kids—the love of reading is chief among them. Denver Comic Con (DCC) has helped me make that an easy sell. The emphasis on literacy, on creativity, on acceptance and self confidence that DCC creates and fosters is one that all parents of school age kids (and adults too!) truly appreciate because it mirrors the lessons and priorities we want our kids to take to heart. Thanks, DCC for creating such a comfortable atmosphere.”

-Bryan Adderholt, Father of a middle schooler who loves attending Denver Comic Con
In 2018, Pop Culture Classroom generated $4,025,988 in total income*

The majority of Pop Culture Classroom 2018 income came from ticket sales to Denver Comic Con. We also receive income from merchandise sales, individual donors, exhibitor booth rentals, business sponsors, workshop fees, curriculum sales and grants.

We spent most of our funds in 2018 on Pop Culture Classroom’s two main programs: Denver Comic Con (our annual educational and celebratory event) and the Classroom (our year-round educational programs)

*Unaudited financials. Audited IRS form 990 available in July 2019
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